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Making the Case, It Always Starts with Information, Not Checked Boxes
The basis of all law enforcement is simply ‘making the case.’ A late-night traffic stop,
an interview at a robbery, details from a ‘call for service,’ and just plain old conversation
bring us information. If we don’t record it, it is lost like some of what goes on in life.
There are forms for this and forms for that, but the checked boxes tell us a mere slither of the
real story, event or situation. When we listen to the statements and conversations that
transpire, as law enforcement officers we have experience and gut feelings on exactly what we
are hearing and witnessing. It is within this exchange that there are notations that are required
and placed on record.
Forms and checkboxes don’t have that capability to do that, LENSS (Law Enforcement
Network Sharing Solution) does!
Prime example is the LENSS Currency Tracking Application. Photocopying ‘Buy Funds’ is
more work to nowhere, and we all know it. You photocopy the ‘Drug Buy Funds,’ and then place
them in an envelope, storing or silo in a filing cabinet, which is not accessible in real time.
Then if you think you have had a hit, you must exact the siloed copies and check each bill
against the list of photographs. How many hours have you wasted away from the case in
attempting to match the monies?
Cash is King in both the selling of drugs and money laundering that are a major global issue
and is solvable proactively through LENSS. Let us first address currency tracking and why the
LENSS (Law Enforcement Networking Sharing Solution) has a currency tracking application that
with currency counting machines not only automatically counts the currency, notates the
denomination and records the serial numbers, produces a printed list and places the collected
data in a national cloud-based CJIS compliant database with access by all who have
administrative access via a laptop or Smartphone in the field. Yes, to all officers who when
stopping a suspect who has suspicious funds on their person or is a known drug dealer/currency
mule can run their currency serial numbers in real-time for a comparison. This is a major ‘Force
Multiplier’ which expands your proactive resources overnight!
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Any street-level officer on the LENSS Currency Tracking
Application can scan funds from their computer or
Smartphone, if it is a match for the uploaded currency, the
officer whose case it is, who organized the ‘Drug Buy Funds’
and placed the monies on the street, will be notified
instantaneously via SMS Text and Email, that is within
thirty seconds. None of the case information is seen by the
officer on the street. The two or the department can now
communicate and work the case.
This currency module is extreme and exacting
communications and is certainly more than unique.
Importantly it takes proactivity to a whole new level, and you’re
wondering why it has never been created before. It took simple logic and street knowledge to
create this major global solution. Then, extensively testing and proving all aspects of currency
and serial numbers which are the Unique Identifiers that are the basis of the LENSS (Law
Enforcement Networking Sharing Solution).
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform works as a standalone
RMS/CAD or can be integrated with your internal systems.
We are talking LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) Platform, which for
the last five years has been making a radical difference in the United States in allowing ‘officers
to know what other officers know’ in real-time of occurrences and with factual information
that solves crime and importantly, saves lives.
Using LENSS enables all officers to know so much more than DMV/DMLV & National Crime Data.
Through LENSS, each stop or ‘call for service’ when the officer through his laptop or
Smartphone makes that inquiry, not only does the data return from those real-time databases, it
also returns every single stop or interaction with the vehicle, person, location or event and each
officer who has reported such information instantaneously.
LENSS goes even further, each officer that previously reported this information via notes is now
also informed that you have a connected incident or individual with you. They also have your
contact information and can react accordingly. This is a morale changer for all officers and is
altering the landscape of policing globally. Tell me that does not make a difference!
Make an appointment; we will visit in person, converse and demonstrate the solution.

LENSS is the Needed & Demanded Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
For more information call: USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247

Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com
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